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Discovering who also you are is not just for teenagers. Middle-aged men like me are under siege,
beset on all sides by personal ambition, internal goals, familial pressure, disillusionment,
uncertainty, and legacy. Midlife males must also rediscover the world around them while fighting
their own impending mortality and legacy, especially those that change professions and
lifestyles. It’s a constant battle to balance the needs of the self and the requirements of others
and challenging to discover those really take concern. Some win this fight and some tragically get
rid of. We see this as our duty and take it seriously.t have sufficient years left to be
unproductive.t be taught new techniques because we realize the old tricks are tried and true. We
have company beliefs that can’t end up being shaken. Golfing is a waste of period and we don’
Accurate leaders are uncommon. irascible curs who make the world a better place through
brutal honesty. Free trade is great. We have been the proverbial old pet that can’ We don’t
apologize for our views because we’re middle aged and tired of seeking, acting, feeling just how
people want all of us to, so we’ Theory and idealism sounds good in college but only until it
becomes price prohibitive and the real world determines floor truth. Curmudgeons are uncaring
in what people think and have low expectations on the globe because it’s done bit more than
disappoint all of us. We’ve spent half of a lifetime developing them.re breaking out and getting
who we were designed to be; Joy is a luxury.Curmudgeonism is circumstances of mind,
unwavering, unapologetic, and uninterested in what people think. Buy the ticket. Consider the
ride.
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If you are 40plus buy this book!.! Take it from a stage 2 Curmudgeon who is rapidly shifting to
stage 3 buy the book. Lots of fun! Witty and entertaining, a genuine and refreshing account of
dealing with change with dignity and honor! I must say i can relate with his military experience
being an old 11-Bravo(infantry) this is a culture shock when you come back to "the world" after
many years. So even if you didn't serve in the military it is still among the best books I've read in
a long time. 47 years in the making I Am I wish my Dad was here to learn this book. I'd be hard
pressed not to stand up and say Ha!! Great read! We have been both Curmudgeons. Dad
constantly said I experienced the character of a warthog yet I'm a female edition of him. As
others have got pointed out, it does seem to obtain repetitive, and I'm scared I didn't reach the
ending.Among my favourite parts is the explanation of the initial stage especially the don't touch
me part. The true Kelly :) I enjoyed this book quite definitely! Want to give your liberal socialist
HR division epileptic fits? Entertaining for a good while. This is entertaining for an excellent while.
If the description didn't lay this out obviously enough, this is nothing but a number of rants
about lifestyle from the standpoint of a guy who does not care anymore.I enjoyed reading
passages to my partner, who has for a long time labeled me as a "curmudgeon", even though I'm
just in my own mid-40s. Curmudgeon provides such a nicer band to it. I honestly think this
reserve is for females in addition to males. Old Guys Rule. While there are childish aspects Lots
of fun! I have a couple people at heart to get this ad presents for. Read this. Want to find out
what makes curmudgeons tick after that have a go at this book. The writer uses the satire and
comedy to really drive home some solid points about mid existence. I actually gave this a 5 star!
Well written. Humor kept me turning the web page. Even though my humble opinion won't
matter! superb book for the curmudgeon superb book for the curmudgeon, those who arent and
the ones who need to realize why people such as this are so awesome, chilly and direct. Five
Stars My retired Grunt loves it Not only for midlife This book includes a lot going for it.i
recommend this publication for your coffee table or desk, excellent discussion piece and an easy
task to reference back too A breath of fresh air Mr. Crigger hits the nail on the head so many
occasions through out this publication. Unbridled truth with out actually the slightest hint of
sugar-coating - this work was a breath of fresh air not only for the surly curmudgeon, but anyone
thinking about good sense and truth. I recommend this, and believe it would make a great
stocking stuffer this yuletide season. Excellent Book..!very entertaining. Humor filled experiences
just keep coming. Actually enjoyed scanning this book. For me I liked this book a great deal. I had
trouble reading it because I was laughing continuously. This is why Want to learn why your
favorite elder uncle reminds you of Walter Matthau in Grumpy Aged Men? While you can find
childish aspects, the components where the author shares a portion of himself are revealing.
Revealing in both what's in his heart and even in ourselves as readers. One of his factors is
letting proceed of the competition of judging others. Today this is not only a publication of pithy
sayings, but a look at curmudgeonism in the fullest. Fair... Sometimes it's great to have
authorization to be yourself. EASILY hurt his emotions, too darn bad. Obtain the book, you'll
understand when to learn it. Who would have thought I was in the making of becoming a
curmudgeon at 5-6 yrs . old telling people never to touch, hug or admire my curly hair. Kelly truly
is aware of the individual condition and the world around us and was able to explain it in a funny
however real way. Overall I did benefit from the purchase. As a woman, I felt by scanning this
you could get an insight on how some guys tick.! Good, fun read. An old armed service officer
trying to create without an NCO to proofread. In fact some of what is stated might offend some
individuals, but like the author says you can visit anytime you wish or skip everything you don't
want to read. one of my favorite reads! Perhaps the first thing is it really helps to explain what a



curmudgeon is usually. The author sets an age group limit to be a curmudgeon, but I have to
disagree with him on that age group limit. Personally i think that the age of curmudgeonism has
become beyond 45 in fact curmudgeons improve with age group. Having an impression is fine,
regardless of what it is if you stop caring about other's judgement. Failed attempt. Great take on
one man's travel thru mid life. After 2 paragraphs you will be nodding your head.
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